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Abstract— In contrast to the prevalent assumption of rich multipath
in information theoretic analysis of wireless channels, physical channels
exhibit sparse multipath, especially at large bandwidths.We propose
a model for sparse multipath fading channels and present results on
the impact of sparsity on non-coherent capacity and reliability in the
wideband regime. A key implication of sparsity is that the statistically
independent degrees of freedom in the channel, that represent the delay-
Doppler diversity afforded by multipath, scale at a sub-linear rate with
the signal space dimension (time-bandwidth product). Our analysis is
based on a training-based communication scheme that uses short-time
Fourier (STF) signaling waveforms. Sparsity in delay-Doppler manifests
itself as time-frequency coherence in the STF domain. From acapacity
perspective, sparse channels are asymptotically coherent: the gap between
coherent and non-coherent extremes vanishes in the limit oflarge signal
space dimension without the need for peaky signaling. From areliability
viewpoint, there is a fundamental tradeoff between channeldiversity and
learnability that can be optimized to maximize the error exponent at any
rate by appropriately choosing the signaling duration as a function of
bandwidth.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the emerging areas of ultra-wideband com-
munication systems and wireless sensor networks have renewed the
search for a complete understanding of the fundamental performance
limits in the wideband/lowSNR regime. The impact of multipath
signal propagation, which leads to fading, on the capacity and
reliability of wideband channels, depends critically on knowledge
of the channel state information (CSI) at the receiver. The seminal
work in [1] best illustrates this: with perfect CSI at the receiver,
peak-power limited QPSK achieves second-order optimality, whereas
with no receiver CSI, peaky signals are necessary to even achieve
first-order optimality, although they fail to be second-order optimal.
Motivated by the fact that channel learning can bridge this gap and the
sharp cut-off, the authors in [2] study wideband capacity by assuming
a coherence time scaling withSNR of the form

Tcoh =
k

SNR
µ , µ > 0 (1)

However there is no explanation for why such scaling laws should
hold in practice.

Accurate modeling of the channel characteristics in time and
frequency, as a function of physical multipath characteristics, is
critical in analyzing the performance of channel learning schemes
and the impact of CSI on the performance limits. While most existing
results assume rich multipath, there is growing experimental evidence
(e.g. [3], [4]) that physical channels exhibit a sparse structure at
wide bandwidths and when we code over long signaling durations. In
this paper, we use a virtual representation [5] for physical multipath
channels to present a framework for modeling sparsity. The virtual
representation uniformly samples multipath in delay and Doppler at a
resolution commensurate with the signaling bandwidth and signaling
duration, respectively. Under this representation, the virtual channel
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coefficients represent the DoF in delay and Doppler. Sparse channels
correspond to a sparse set of virtual coefficients and a key implication
is the sub-linear scaling of the number of independent degrees of
freedom (DoF) with signal space dimensions. This is contrast to
rich multipath, where the DoF scale linearly. We consider signaling
over orthogonal short-time Fourier (STF) basis functions that serve
as approximate eigenfunctions for underspread channels and provide
a natural mechanism to relate sparsity in delay-Doppler to coherence
in time-frequency.

With no receiver CSIa priori, we consider training-based com-
munication schemes and investigate the wideband ergodic capacity
under the assumption that thetime-frequency coherence dimension
Nc scales withSNR according to

Nc =
k

SNR
µ , µ > 0 (2)

It is observed that the coherence requirements for achieving capacity
are shared between both time and frequency: the coherence band-
width, Wcoh, increases with bandwidth,W (due to sparsity in delay),
and the coherence time,Tcoh, increases with signaling durationT
(due to sparsity in Doppler). As a result, the scaling requirements on
Tcoh with W needed in [2] for first- and second-order optimality
are replaced by scaling requirements onNc = TcohWcoh. This
leads to dramatically relaxed requirements onTcoh scaling with
bandwidth/SNR compared to those assumed in [2]. In particular,
sparse multipath channels areasymptotically coherent; that is, for
a sufficiently large but fixed bandwidth, the conditions for first-
and second-order optimality can be achieved by simply making the
signaling duration sufficiently large according to

T ∝

“

T δ2
m W δ1

d

” 1
1−δ1 W

µ−1+δ2
1−δ1

P
µ

1−δ1

(3)

Equation (3) relates the signaling parameters (T ,W ,P ), as a function
of the channel parameters (Tm,Wd,δ1,δ2) in order for the relationship
(2) to hold betweenNc and SNR at any desired value ofµ (in
particular,µ > 1 for first-order optimality andµ > 3 for second-
order optimality). The asymptotic coherence of sparse channels also
eliminates the need for peaky signaling that has been emphasized
in existing results [6], [1] for increasing the spectral efficiency of
non-coherent communication schemes.

Our investigation of the reliability of sparse channels is through
random coding error exponents [7]. For training-based communica-
tion schemes, our results reveal a fundamentallearnability versus
diversity tradeoff in sparse channels. At any transmission rate less
than the coherent capacity, there is an optimal choice of signal
parameters (as a function of channel parameters) that optimizes the
tradeoff and yields the largest error exponent.
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II. SYSTEM SETUP

A. Sparse Multipath Channel Modeling

A physical discrete multipath channel can be modeled as

h(τ, ν) =
X

n

βnδ(τ − τn)δ(ν − νn)

r(t) =
X

n

βnx(t − τn)ej2πνnt + w(t) (4)

whereh(τ, ν) is the delay-Doppler spreading function of the channel,
βn, τn ∈ [0, Tm] and νn ∈ [−Wd/2, Wd/2] denote the complex
path gain, delay and Doppler shift associated with then-th path.
Tm and Wd are the delay and Doppler spreads respectively and
w(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). We assume a
sufficiently underspread channel,TmWd ≪ 1. In this paper we
use avirtual representation[5], [8] for time- and frequency-selective
multipath channels that captures the channel characteristics in terms
of resolvable pathsand greatly facilitates system analysis from
a communication-theoretic perspective. The virtual representation
uniformly samples the multipath in delay and Doppler at a resolution
commensurate with signaling bandwidthW and signaling duration
T , respectively [5], [8]

y(t) =

⌈TmW⌉
X

ℓ=0

⌈TWd/2⌉
X

m=−⌈TWd/2⌉

hℓ,mx(t − ℓ/W )ej2πmt/T (5)

hℓ,m ≈
X

n∈Sτ,ℓ∩Sν,m

βn (6)

The sampled representation (5) is linear and is characterized by the
virtual delay-Doppler channel coefficients{hℓ,m}. Eachhℓ,m con-
sists of the sum of gains of all paths whose delays and Doppler shifts
lie within the (ℓ, m)-th delay-Doppler resolution bin as shown in
Fig. 1(a). Distincthℓ,m’s correspond to approximatelydisjointsubsets
of paths and are hence approximately statistically independent (due
to independent path gains and phases). In this work, we assume that
the channel coefficients{hℓ,m} are perfectly independent. We also
assume Rayleigh fading in which{hℓ,m} are zero-mean Gaussian
random variables and the channel statistics are thus characterized by
the power in the virtual channel coefficients

Ψ(ℓ, m) = E[|hℓ,m|2] (7)

which is a measure of the (sampled) delay-Doppler power spectrum.

Let D denote the number of dominant1 non-zero channel coeffi-
cients. The parameterD reflects the statistically independent degrees
of freedom (DoF) in the channel and also signifies the delay-Doppler
diversity afforded by the channel. It can be bounded as

D = DT DW ≤ Dmax = DT,maxDW,max

DT,max = ⌈TWd⌉ , DW,max = ⌈TmW ⌉ (8)

whereDT,max denotes the maximum number of resolvable paths in
Doppler (maximum Doppler or time diversity) andDW,max denotes
maximum number of resolvable paths in delay (maximum delay
or frequency diversity). In rich multipath,DT = DT,max and
DW = DW,max and each delay-Doppler resolution bin in Fig. 1(a)
is populated by a path. In this caseD scales linearly with the signal
space dimensions,N = TW .

However, recent measurement campaigns [3], [4] for UWB chan-
nels show that dominant channel coefficients get sparser in the delay
domain as the bandwidth increases. As we consider large bandwidths
and/or long signaling durations, the resolution of paths in both delay

1For whichΨ(ℓ, m) > γ for some prescribed thresholdγ > 0.
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Fig. 1. (a) Delay-doppler sampling commensurate with signaling duration
and bandwidth. (b) Time-frequency coherence subspaces in STF signaling. (c)
Illustration of the training-based communication scheme in the STF domain.
One dimension in each coherence subspace (dark squares) represent the training
dimension and the remaining dimensions are used for communication.

and Doppler domains gets finer, leading to the scenario in Fig. 1(a)
where the delay-Doppler resolution bins are sparsely populated with
paths, i.e.D < Dmax. Thus physical multipath channels get sparser
with increasingW due to fewer thanDW,max resolvable delays and
with increasingT due to fewer thanDT,max resolvable Doppler
shifts. We model such sparse behavior with asub-linearscaling in
DT andDW with T andW :

DT ∼ (TWd)δ1 , DW ∼ (TmW )δ2 , δ1, δ2 ∈ [0, 1] (9)

where{δi} represent channel sparsity; smaller the value of{δi}, the
slower (sparser) the growth in the resolvable paths in the correspond-
ing domain. This implies that the delay-Doppler DoF,D = DT DW ,
scale sub-linearly with the number of signal space dimensionsN .
Note that with perfect CSI at the receiver,D reflects the delay-
Doppler diversity afforded by the channel, whereas with no CSI, it
reflects channel uncertainty.

B. Orthogonal Short-Time Fourier Signaling

We consider signaling using an orthonormal short-time Fourier
(STF) basis [9], [10] that is a natural generalization of orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) for time-varying channels.
An orthogonal STF basis for the signal space is generated from a
fixed prototype waveformg(t) via time and frequency shifts:

φℓ,m(t) = g(t − ℓTo)e
j2πWot where ToWo = 1

ℓ = 0, . . . , NT − 1, m = 0, . . . , NW − 1

NT =
T

To
, NW =

W

Wo
and N = NT NW (10)

The N transmitted symbolsxℓ,m are modulated onto the STF basis

x(t) =
X

ℓ,m

xℓ,mφℓ,m(t)
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For a signaling durationT and bandwidthW , the basis functions
span the signal space with dimension equal toN = TW .

The received signal in (4) is projected onto the STF basis functions
to yield the received symbols

rℓ,m = 〈r, φℓ,m〉 =
X

ℓ
′
,m

′

hℓ,m;ℓ
′
, m

′ xℓ
′
, m

′ + wℓ,m (11)

Equivalently, we can represent the system in STF-domain using an
N -dimensional matrix system equation

r =
√

SNR Hx + w (12)

wherew represents the additive noise vector whose entries are i.i.d.
CN(0, 1). The N × N matrix consists of the channel coefficients
{hℓ,m;ℓ

′
, m

′ } in (11). The parameterSNR represents the transmit
energy per modulated symbol and for a given transmit powerP
equalsSNR = P

W
(E[|x|2] = 1). In this work, our focus is on

the wideband regime, whereSNR → 0.
For sufficiently underspread channels, the parametersTo andWo

can be matched toTm and Wd so that the STF basis waveforms
serve as approximate eigenfunctions of the channel [10], [9]. Thus
theN×N channel matrixH is approximately diagonal. In this work,
we will assume thatH is exactly diagonal, that is,

H = diag
h

h1,1 · · ·h1,Nc
| {z }

Subspace 1

, h2,1 · · ·h2,Nc
| {z }

Subspace 2

· · · hD,1 · · ·hD,Nc
| {z }

Subspace D

i

.

(13)
Furthermore, the diagonal entries ofH in (13) admit an intuitive
block fading interpretation in terms oftime-frequency coherence
subspaces[9] illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The signal space is partitioned
as

N = TW = NcD (14)

where D represents the number of statistically independent time-
frequency coherence subspaces (delay-Doppler diversity), reflecting
the DoF in the channel (see (8)), andNc represents the dimension
of each coherence subspace, which we will refer to as thetime-
frequency coherence dimension. In the block fading model in
(13), the channel coefficients over thei-th coherence subspace
hi,1 · · ·hi,Nc are assumed to be identical,hi, whereas the coefficients
across different coherence subspaces are independent and dueto
the stationarity of the channel statistics across time and frequency,
identically distributed. Thus, theD distinct STF channel coefficients,
{hi}, are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian random variables (Rayleigh
fading) with varianceE[|hi|2] = 1.

Using the DoF scaling for sparse channels in (9), the coherence
dimension of each coherence subspace can be computed as

Tcoh =
T

DT
=

T 1−δ1

W δ1
d

, Wcoh =
W

DW
=

W 1−δ2

T δ2
m

(15)

Nc = TcohWcoh =
T 1−δ1

W δ1
d

W 1−δ2

T δ2
m

≥
‰

1

TmWd

ı

= Nc,min (16)

where Tcoh is the coherence timeand Wcoh is the coherence
bandwidth of the channel, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Note that
δ1 = δ2 = 1 corresponds to a rich multipath channel in which
Nc = Nc,min = 1/(TmWd) is constantand D = Dmax increases
linearly with N = TW . This is the assumption prevalent in existing
works. In contrast, for sparse channels,(δ1, δ2) ∈ (0, 1), and bothNc

andD increasesub-linearlywith N . In terms of channel parameters,
Nc increases with decreasingTmWd as well as with smallerδi. In
terms of signaling parameters,Nc can be increased by increasingT
and/orW . On the other hand, when the channel is rich,Nc depends
only on TmWd and does not scale withT or W .

In this paper, our focus is on computing the sparse channel capacity
and reliability and, as we will see later, both metrics turn out to
be functions only of the parametersNc and SNR. Furthermore, in
the wideband limit they critically depend on the following relation
betweenNc andSNR

Nc =
k

SNR
µ , µ > 0 (17)

wherek > 0 is a constant.

C. Training-Based Communication Using STF Signaling

We use the block fading model induced by STF signaling to
study the impact of time-frequency coherence on channel capacity
and reliability in sparse multipath channels. Within the non-coherent
regime, we focus our attention on a communication scheme in which
the transmitted signals include training symbols to enable coherent
detection. Although it is argued in [2] that training-based schemes are
sub-optimal from a capacity point of view, the restriction to training
schemes is motivated by practical considerations.

We provide an outline of the training-based communication
scheme, adapted from [2], suitable to STF signaling (see [11] for
details). The total energy available for training and communication
is PT , of which a fractionη is used for training and the remaining
fraction (1− η) is used for communication. Since the quality of the
channel estimate over one coherence subspace depends only on the
training energy andnot on the number of training symbols [12],
our scheme uses one signal space dimension in each coherence
subspace for training and the remaining(Nc − 1) for communication,
as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). We consider minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) estimation under which the channel estimation performance
is measured in terms of the resulting mean squared error (MSE).

III. E RGODIC CAPACITY OF THE TRAINING-BASED

COMMUNICATION SCHEME

We first characterize the coherent capacity of the wideband channel
with perfect CSI at the receiver. The coherent capacity per dimension
(in bps/Hz) is defined as

Ccoh (SNR) = sup
Q: Tr(Q) ≤ TP

E
ˆ
log2 det

`
IN + HQHH

´˜

N

where P denotes transmit power andH is the diagonal channel
matrix in (13) with the diagonal elements following the block-fading
structure. Due to the diagonal nature ofH, the optimalQ is also
diagonal. In particular, uniform power allocationQ = TP

N
IN =

SNR IN achieves capacity and we have

Ccoh (SNR) =

PD
i=1 E

ˆ
log2

`
1 + TP

N
|hi|2

´˜

D
(a)
= E

ˆ
log2

`
1 + SNR |h|2

´˜
(18)

where (a) follows since{hi} are i.i.d. withh· representing a generic
random variable,N = TW andSNR = P

W
= TP

N
.

The next proposition provides a lower bound to the coherent
capacity in the lowSNR regime [11].

Proposition 1: The coherent capacity,Ccoh (SNR), satisfies

Ccoh ≥ log2(e)
`
SNR − SNR

2´
(19)

Moreover the capacity converges to the lower bound in the limit of
SNR → 0.
The lower bound in Proposition 1 shows that the minimum energy
per bit necessary for reliable communication is given byEb

N min
=

loge(2) and the wideband slopeS0 = 1, the two fundamental metrics
of spectral efficiency in the wideband regime defined in [1].
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In terms of the scaling law,Nc = k
SNRµ , µ > 0, as defined

in (17), we are interested in computing the value ofµ such that
the training-based communication scheme achieves first- and second-
order optimality. The result is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1:The average mutual information of the training-based
scheme, with the scaling lawNc = k

SNRµ , satisfies

Itr ≥ log2(e) ·
h

SNR −O
“

SNR
1+µ
2

”i

(20)

In particular, the first- and second-order optimality conditions are met
if and only if µ > 1 andµ > 3, respectively.

Proof: Omitted for this version. See [11] for details.
It can be seen that the coherence dimensionNc plays a critical

role in determining the capacity of the training and communication
scheme. Both channel and signaling parameters impactNc in sparse
channels and for a givenTmWd and{δi}, the signal space parameters
T andW can be suitably chosen to obtain any desired value forNc.
Recalling the expression forWcoh in (15), we note that

Wcoh =
W 1−δ2

(Tm)δ2
=

P 1−δ2

(Tm)δ2SNR
1−δ2

(21)

and thusWcoh naturally scales withSNR. Using (21) the expression
for Nc in (16) becomes

Nc =
T 1−δ1

(Wd)δ1

P 1−δ2

(Tm)δ2SNR
1−δ2

(22)

Equating (17) with (22) leads to the following canonical relation-
ship

T =
(k)

1
1−δ1

“

T δ2
m W δ1

d

” 1
1−δ1 W

µ−1+δ2
1−δ1

P
µ

1−δ1

(23)

that relates the signaling parameters (T ,W ,P ), as a function of the
channel parameters (Tm,Wd,δ1,δ2) in order for the relationship (17)
to hold betweenNc andSNR = P/W . Equations (17) and (23) are
the two key equations that capture the essence of the results in this
paper.

A. Discussion of Results on Ergodic Capacity

In the context of existing results in [2] that assume rich multipath
(δ1 = δ2 = 1), Theorem 1 shows that the requirement onTcoh is now
the requirement on the coherence dimensionNc = TcohWcoh. Thus,
the coherence cost is shared in both time and frequency resulting
in significantly weakenedscaling requirements forTcoh. If we have
Wcoh = O

`
W 1−δ2

´
, then theTcoh scaling requirement reduces to

Tcoh = Nc/Wcoh = O
“

W 2+δ2
”

(24)

to achieve second-order optimality. This is significantly less stringent
than theTcoh = O

`
W 3

´
required in the framework of [2].

Combining Theorem 1 with (23) lead to scaling rules for the
locus of points (T ,W ,P ) in order to achieve a desired value ofµ
(Recallµ > 1 for first-order optimality andµ > 3 for second-order
optimality). Specifically,

log (T ) =
1

1 − δ1
log

“

W δ1
d T δ2

m

”

+

„
µ + δ2 − 1

1 − δ1

«

log (W )

−
„

µ

1 − δ1

«

log (P ) .

(25)

It is observed that smallerδi’s imply a slower scaling ofT with W .
Conversely, for any system operating at a particularT andW , (25)
can be used to determine the effective value ofµ as

µeff =
(1 − δ1) log(T/c) + (1 − δ2) log(P )

log(W/P )
+ (1 − δ2) (26)

wherec =
“

T δ2
m W δ1

d

” 1
1−δ1 .

Note thatµeff → ∞ asT → ∞ for sparse channels, which implies
that first- and second-order optimality can be achieved by simply
increasingT . This is due to the impact of sparsity in Doppler and in
direct contrast to the case of rich multipath where the coherence re-
quirement is independent of signaling duration. We provide numerical
illustration of the results by considering the lowSNR asymptote of
the coherent capacity in (19). The coefficients of the first- and second-
order terms areλ1 = log2(e) and λ2 = − log2(e), respectively. In
Fig. 2, we plot the numerically estimated valuesc1 and c2 of λ1

and λ2, respectively, for the training-based communication scheme,
which are estimated using Monte-Carlo simulations. We observe that
for a large enoughT such thatµeff > 3, the second-order constant
c2 → λ2 = − log2(e). Also shown in the figure is the behavior of
the first-order constant and it is seen thatc1 → λ1 for a much smaller
value ofT since all we need isµ > 1.

Contrary to the traditional emphasis on peaky signaling to improve
the spectral efficiency of non-coherent communication, our results
imply that delay-Doppler sparsity, along with a suitable choice of
T , W and P as in (25) is sufficient to achieve a desired level of
coherence withnon-peakysignaling schemes. It is shown in [11] that
the Tcoh requirements for non-peaky signals under our framework
are still better than those for peaky training-based communication
schemes proposed in [2] based on a rich multipath assumption.
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IV. RELIABILITY OF SPARSEMULTIPATH CHANNELS

The reliability function of the channel is defined as [7]

E (R) = lim
N→∞

sup
− log Pe (N, R)

N

wherePe (N, R) is the average probability of error over an ensemble
of codes (random coding) in which each codeword spans the signal
space dimensionsN = TW and communication takes place at
transmission rateR. For any finiteN , while the random coding
exponentEr(N, R) provides a lower bound toE(R), the sphere-
packing exponentEsp(N, R) is an upper bound toE(R) [7]. We
recall the random coding upper bound onPe [7] given by

Pe ≤ e−N [Er(N,R)] (33)

Er (N, R) = max
0≤ρ≤1

max
Q

[Eo (N, ρ, Q) − ρR] (34)
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Etr
r (N, R) =

8

>>>><

>>>>:

1
Nc

log

„

1 +
(Nc−1)K∗(1−(K∗)1−ǫ)

2

«

− R − o(1) 0 ≤ R ≤ Rcr

1
Nc

log

„

1 +
(Nc−1)K∗(1−(K∗)1−ǫ)ρ∗

1+ρ∗

«

− ρ∗R − o(1) Rcr ≤ R ≤ Rmax

0 R > Rmax

(27)

Rcr =
“

Nc−1
2Nc

”
K∗(1−(K∗)1−ǫ)

[2+(Nc−1)K∗(1−(K∗)1−ǫ)]
(28)

Rmax =
“

Nc−1
Nc

”

K∗
`
1 − (K∗)1−ǫ

´
(29)

K∗ =
η∗(1−η∗)(NcSNR)2

(Nc−1)(1+η∗NcSNR)+(1−η∗)NcSNR
(30)

η∗ = NcSNR+Nc−1
(Nc−2)NcSNR

»q

1 + (Nc−2)NcSNR

NcSNR+Nc−1
− 1

–

(31)

ρ∗ =
−(2 + k1) +

q

(2 + k1)2 + 4(1 + k1)(
k1

NcR
− 1)

2(1 + k1)
k1 = (Nc − 1)K∗ `

1 − (K∗)1−ǫ´
(32)

Eo (N, ρ, Q) =

− 1
N

log

„

EH

»
R

y

hR

x
q(x)p(y|x,H)

1
1+ρ dx

i1+ρ

dy

–«
(35)

We compute the random coding error exponent in (34) for the training
and communication scheme described in Sec. II-C. The result is
summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 2:The average probability of error for the training-based
communication scheme is upper-bounded by,

Pe ≤ e−N[Etr
r (N,R)]

whereEtr
r (N, R) is given in (27) on the next page.Rmax in (29)

defines the maximum rate until which we have a non-zero error
exponent (decayingPe). The critical rate,Rcr in (28) delineates the
regime of the optimal parameterρ∗ that maximizes the exponent.
ρ∗ = 1 for 0 < R < Rcr and ρ∗ is given in (32) forRcr < R <
Rmax. The constantǫ > 0 and is chosen very small (ǫ → 0) so that
the o(1) terms are negligible. See [13] for more details.
Note that the error exponent of the training and communication
scheme in (27) dependsonly on SNR andNc = k

SNRµ .

A. Discussion of Results on Reliability

We investigate the behavior of the random coding exponent for
different values ofµ as illustrated in Fig. 3 for the given channel
parameter set. It is observed that for any transmission rateR, there
exists an optimum value ofµ = µopt(R) for which the error exponent
in (27) is maximum. For anyN , we formally define

µopt(N, R) = arg max
µ

[Er (R, N, µ)] (36)

where we have writtenEr (R, N, µ) =
ˆ
Etr

r (N, R)
˜

in (27) explic-
itly as a function ofµ to emphasize its dependance. As we traverse
from R = 0 to R = Ccoh (as in (18)), the optimal operating point at
each rate is dictated by the value ofµopt in (36) and can beachieved
by choosingT , W andP as in (23). Furthermore, the optimizingµopt

increases monotonically as we consider larger transmission rates. In
fact, using the results on capacity from Theorem 1, it follows that
with µ = 1, we only obtain first-order optimality and therefore the
error exponent in Fig. 3 is non-zero only for a fraction of the coherent
capacity,Ccoh. On the other hand, atR = Ccoh , we would require
µopt > 3 (second-order optimal) in order to achieve a positive error
exponent.

In Fig. 4, we plot the error exponent in (27) as a function of the
parameterµ for two different transmission rates. For each scenario,
we observe that the error exponent is concave as a function of

µ and is maximized atµ = µopt. Also illustrated in the figure
is the error exponent with perfect CSI at the receiver that is an
upper bound toEtr

r (N, R) in (27) and decreases monotonically with
µ. These plots reveal a fundamentallearnability versus diversity
tradeoff in sparse channels. For any rateR, whenµ < µopt(R) (too
little coherence), the system is in the learnability-limited regime and
the error exponent of the training-based communication scheme is
smaller due to poor channel estimation performance. On the other
hand whenµ > µopt(R) (too much coherence), we are in the
diversity-limited regime and the hit taken by the error exponent here
is due to the inherent reduction in the degrees of freedom (DoF)
(or delay-Doppler diversity,D). The best exponent is obtained at
µ = µopt(R), which demarcates the two regimes and describes the
optimal tradeoff.
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Fig. 3. Random coding error exponent versus rate for a sparse channel and
for the training-based communication scheme. Different curves correspond to
different values ofµ in the key relationshipNc = 1

SNRµ .
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